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1.1 Pictures 

 

 
Fig.1 Investigation of colour gradient in the piece ’Solaris’ 
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Fig.2 ‘Solaris’ - detail 

 
Fig.3 ‘Solaris’ detail 
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Fig.4 ‘All that glitters’ 

 
Fig.5 ‘Galvanise’ 

 
Fig.6 ‘Decisive orange’ 
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Fig.7 ‘Distinct connection’ 
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1.2 Abstract 

The motivation for this MA work is based on the challenge to the preconception of hand-

tufting through material, colour and light. When imagining a rug, a very specific image 

appears in our mind. Some details of that image could vary from person to person, but what 

is almost certain, dense and heavy, probably made out of wool, woven textile will pop up in 

front of our eyes. 

This work suggests a possibility of creating new expressions in design by the material 

driven approach. The investigation was led by practice based research including set up of 

experiments, experimental work and evaluation complementing the whole process. The 

exploration proved that qualities of monofilament yarn have a great ability to enhance 

colours as well as add certain kind of lightness to the hand-tufted piece. Furthermore, due to 

the transparency of monofilament yarn an interplay between the loops and the backing was 

possible, opening up for changes in colour perception. 

The outcome of the research is collection of woven and hand-tufted textiles contributing 

to the field of textiles by bringing new qualities to the hand-tufting technique. 

1.3 Keywords 

Textile design, Weave structure, Hand-tufting, 3-Dimensional surface, Colours, Colour 
perception, Light 
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2.1 Colour perception, weaving & tufting 

This chapter will introduce theories of colour and how this knowledge can be used in design. 

Further, the chapter will present the main principals of weaving and hand-tufting technique. 

Using weaving and hand-tufting techniques as a medium to explore colour perception is a 

fundament for this degree work. 

2.1.1 Colour & medium to explore it 

Light and colour are inseparable. Depending on the properties of an object absorption or 

reflection of light humans are able to perceive it in a certain colour. Colour appearance is 

complex phenomenon. Perception of colour depends not only on presence of light, but also 

on its intensity and temperature. Adjacent colour surfaces and spatial placement have an 

impact on individual colour change, this surrounding environment in colour theory is called 

colour context (Bachmann, 2011).  

The person who had major influenced on the modern understanding of colours and their 

interaction is Albers. In publication Interaction of Color Albers is drawing attention to the fact 

that colour is almost never seen as they physically are, therefore it is the most relative 

medium in art. Albers states: “He who claims to see colors independent of their illusion 

changes fools only himself and no one else” (Albers, 1974, p.23). However the interest of 

Albers was clearly laying in exploration of colour, not in researching material properties 

impacting its perception. His exploration regarding colour interaction is based on experiments 

with colour paper which means even though it can be translated into spatial design, the 

research was based on a flat and opaque materials. 

When colour and form are supporting each other in expression, their effect is additive 

making the work stronger (Itten, 1961). By understanding the importance of colour context, 

design can be strengthened. Especially in three-dimensional design, certain colour 

combinations can enhance, neutralize or eliminate spatial effect. A colour theorist Kopacz 

presents hue (wavelength), value (grey-scale reference) and saturation (degree of purity of a 

hue) as basic colour and colour context attributes. The notion of colour context is directly 

related to visual colour mixing. This phenomenon, also known as optical mixing, occurs when 

small areas of colour placed next to each other, when viewed from a distance blend and 

create an altogether different tone (Kopacz, 2004). 

A chemist and director of dye laboratory of the Gobelin Workshop Michel-Eugène 

Chevreul spent years investigating the subject of optical colour mixing and is considered to be 

the first to explain the concept of simultaneous contrast for a wide audience. The question 

that brought Chevreul to his discovery referred to the problem of difference in intensity of 

colours between thread skeins and tapestry itself (Olsson, 2009). He initially focused on 

finding the cause in dyeing process but because of lack of results, Chevreul turned his 

investigation to optic phenomena and properties of the eye. His devotion led to the finding 

that a combination of threads in a woven fabric results in a new colour being produced in the 

retina of the eye. 
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It meant that it is possible to reduce the number of dyes and still be able to produce a 

rich range of colours. However, the Gobelin Manufacturer was not the only one who 

benefited from this discovery. In 1839, Chevreul published the Law of Simultaneous Contrast 

stating that “(t)wo adjacent colours, when seen by the eye, will appear as dissimilar as 

possible” (Color-Light Center, 2016). In addition to the development of textile industry, this 

law penetrated to world of art and influenced the movement of impressionists, neo-

impressionists and orphic cubism. 

The followers did not rest on translating simultaneous contrast to the language of art but 

kept on investigating and developing the phenomenon. In contrast to Chevreul’s theory of 

colour change via optical mixing, Paul Signac claimed that colour interaction through contrast 

reinforces them rather than modifies. Similar to Signac, Sonia Delaunay focused on colour 

combination that would create a stimulating response in the eye. She begun sorting colours 

by their temperature – into warm and cold – and working with complementary pairs located 

at opposite sides of the colour wheel. She also placed emphasis on the fact that the same 

colour is not necessarily only cold or warm but that its temperature depends on the 

surroundings. Delaunay’s observations led to the conclusion that this temperature dissonance 

between colours highlights the difference between them and at the same time results in 

colour vibration (Olsson, 2009). 

To sum up, knowledge of the main principles in colour theory is crucial for the 

understanding of our perception of colours. However, it should be tested in a specific context 

in order to obtain convincing results. 

“The more insight we have from own experience and collective wisdom of others, the more 

effective we are at anticipating results in the context of something new” (Kopacz, 2004, 

Introduction) 
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2.1.2. Weaving & tufting technique 

Weaving is one of the oldest crafts originating from ancient handicraft. Today, industrial 

weaving can be technically very advanced but the main principles are the same, the 

intertwine of two perpendicular systems of threads. Thread system one is called warp, 

stationary in the process. The second system of threads weft/filling is variable. Since the warp 

threads are fixed on the loom, the weaver can influence only weft threads. 

There are three basic bindings: plain weave, twill, and satin weave (Fig.8), but there are 

numerous possibilities of elaborating or combining them. Nonetheless Albers finds the 

quintessence of weaving in the simplest existing binding – the plain weave. Namely where 

every first weft thread moves alternately under and over each warp thread, and every second 

weft thread reverses this order (Albers, 1963). 

 
 
 

 

Fig.8 From left: plain weave, twill, and satin weave 

 
 

Fabric woven in plain weave has an equal number of warp and weft threads and 

the same effect on the front as well as the back of the fabric. The surface of a plain weave is 

regular. When a plain weave fabric is held against light, it often appears as a perforated 

surface. This effect occurs in relation to two conditions. Firstly, when the density is not high, 

and secondly, when thick threads are used, and therefore they cannot be pushed together 

closely enough. This characteristic of plain-woven fabrics makes them perfect as backing for 

hand-tufting. 

Hand-tufting is a relatively young technique, considered as a type of pile. In and-tufting 

process one thread or set of threads are punched by compressed air through the woven 

backing fabric by means of a tufting gun, powered by electricity (Tortora, 1996). The fabric is 

stretched on a frame to achieve tension which is necessary for tufting (Fig.9). 

The process of hand-tufting is performed from the backside of a stretched weave. 

Depending on the desired effect, threads inserted in the backing could be formed in uncut or 

cut loops (Fig.10). The standard hand-tuft gun provides eight lengths of loops that could be 
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created on the surface of a fabric. There are no knots fixating shot threads but after tufting 

is accomplished, firstly, by means of special spatula, glue is distributed, secondly a special 

woven net strengthening construction is applied while a piece still remains stretched on the 

frame. 

 

 
Fig.9 Standard backing fabric for hand-tufting stretched on the frame 

 
Fig.10 Tufting: (from the left hand side) uncut and cut loops 
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Dyed wool has always been, and still is the main material used in rug making and it has 

decisive influence on the presented colour palette. Primary qualities of hand-tufted fabrics 

are their functionality and decorativeness, therefore they are commonly used in interior 

design. Tufted rugs are manufactured by many companies, Kasthall - Swedish rug company, 

can serve as an example (www.kasthall.com). Subdued colours mostly of wool, occasionally 

linen, are used in their production (Fig.11). A designer working with the hand-tufting 

technique in similar manner, but exploring more the spatial potential of the rug is Marquina 

(www.nanimarquina.com) ,(Fig.12). Her rugs are objects defining space and framing the 

ambience of a room. Similar to Marquina, Kehayoglou (Alexkeha, 2016) explores impact of 

hand-tufted rugs on the interior. Her approach is more artistic, while still keeping function in 

mind. In her work, Kehayoglou by means of woollen threads is aiming for depicting the world 

of nature and by that bringing natural landscape to the interior space (Fig.13). Both designers 

show potential of hand-tufting technique as a tool impacting the ambience of the space. 

 
Fig.11 Hand-tufted rug - Kasthall 

 
Fig.12 A rug from Nani Marquina 

http://www.kasthall.com/
http://www.alexkeha.com/
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Fig.13 Carpet of Alexandra Kehayoglou on Dries Van Noten’s fashion show 
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2.2 Transparency, colour & light 

In this chapter the design program will be introduced. Furthermore, I will discuss 

relations between previous projects and how they led to the development of my work and I 

will attempt to link them to the field of research. 

The MA studies programme comprised various courses, each with a different focus 

whose purpose was to open up full potential and allow for bigger development. Projects are 

described in chronological order, starting from Advancement textile technology, through 

Artistic development and Design project 1 that took place during the first year, as well as 

Research project, which was the opening course in the second year of studies. 

2.2.1 Design programme 

This work explores colour perception in relation to light with the focus on space by 

means of weaving and hand-tufting. Nevertheless, my design programme evolved during the 

master studies and my degree project is built upon explorations and experiences gained in 

previous design projects. 

2.2.2 Advancement textile technology project 

How light affects transparency and three-dimensional structures is the focus of my design 

program. It fascinates me how a combination of those factors enhances depth in textiles and 

also creates an element of surprise resultant from juxtaposing them. By “surprise” I mean a 

circumstance with a potential of intriguing the observer: How was it made? Why I see what I 

see? In Advancement textile technology project I was investigating those aspects by means of 

jacquard weaving. 

As Albers claims “(e)very fabric is mainly the result of two elements: the character of the 

fiber used in thread construction, that is, the building material, and the construction, or 

weave, itself”, (Albers, 1974, p.59) therefore my focus was upon transparent monofilament 

yarn as weft and waffle binding in combination with loose floatings. 
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Fig.14 Surfaces of the waffle weave suspended on floatings 

 
Fig.15 Shadow of textile cast on the wall 
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I see this project as the first step to exploring the fusion between transparency and 

three-dimensional surfaces, as well as confirmation of a possibility to enhance design through 

appropriate light exposure. 

2.2.3 Artistic development 

Turn your methods upside down, and do the opposite of what you have done so far 

(Thornquist, 2010, p.91). This was my task during the Artistic development course. The 

guideline for the project was simple: work practically with experimental design. Undoubtedly, 

to fulfil this task neither transparent nor black and white yarns could be used in this project. 

In fact, the more colours, the better. To push the expression in my design even further, 

instead of machine weaving I decided to use hand-tufting technique, the reason being that 

working with an industrial loom requires much planning ahead, for instance, bindings and 

weft configurations. The process of hand-tufting on the contrary, does not demand such 

details. Once the backing fabric is stretched on the frame and threads are chosen the tufting 

can begin. 

While research methods within the art field could be related to this project as well as 

colour theories, I noticed that principles of the Action painting movement would be the most 

suitable to apply. That is, to approach canvas, backing fabric, with a tool, which in this case 

was hand-tufting gun, loaded with set of yarns, without picturing the end result and by that 

enjoying spontaneous act of creation. To make sure that rule would be followed I could not 

see the front of the fabric until it was finished. Like Jones did while he was writing his book, I 

decided to “adopt the attitude of ‘trusting process’, the intuition”,(1979, p.31), which should 

guide my choices. 

 
Fig.16 Skeins of threads to be used for tufting 
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Fig.17 Different surface qualities and colour combinations 

 
Fig.18 The end result of Action tufting 
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Comparing Advancement textile technology project and Artistic development, my 

expression transformed dramatically. This project changed my perspective and introduced me 

to the richness of the world of colour. Also the idea of using the hand-tufting machine like a 

painting brush was opening up. Yet, thickness and opacity obviously assigned to hand-tufting 

technique were still not my interest. Nevertheless, what I found worth applying from this 

technique in my future work was naturally given three-dimensionality and the effect was 

more spectacular. 

2.2.4 Design project 1 and Research Project 

Koskinen describes research programmes as “rich creatures in which many kinds of 

expertise may be relevant”, (2011, p.166). This was the case in Design project 1, which was 

also a starting point for the Research project preceding the degree work. The projects were 

based on previous knowledge, field research, and practice based experiments. At the end of 

both projects, final examples were to be presented testifying to the artistic potential of the 

design programme. 

On one hand transparency and light was still the core of my interest, on the other, once I 

have started to work with colours, as well as got the freedom that hand-tufting was offering, I 

did not want to stop, but wanted to try and find a way to include it in my design. After re-

evaluating and pinpointing what matters to me the most, I began further research. In their 

paper, Brand and Binder emphasize the importance of research as a tool which helps 

expanding the knowledge (Brand and Binder, 2007). What are the possibilities of 

transparency put in a three-dimensional context? What materials can cause an object to be 

perceived as transparent? Can materials be transparent and coloured at the same time? What 

about light reflection? I tried to answer those questions through experimental practice 

creating transparent hand-tufted fabric. After researching what already has been done in this 

matter, I discovered that this expression in tufting is not much explored yet and therefore it 

gives me a great opportunity to fill in the existing gap and bring innovation to the field of 

textiles. 

Since my aim was to challenge traditional look of carpets also materials used for tufting 

should differ from classical yarns, therefore I tried to keep an open mind for new possibilities. 

The first experiments were followed by exploring the possibilities within colour gradient and 

colour change achieved by mixing monofilament and regular threads. By mixing yarns I could 

achieve a huge variety of colours, similarly to Chevreul in his tapestries. Also with use of 

transparent background colours seemed brighter. This discovery fascinated me and brought 

me to the point that transparency itself lost importance in that I did no longer require hand-

tufting to be see-through. It does not, however, mean that it stopped being the core of my 

project. On the contrary, it gained another meaning to me. I discovered that transparency has 

a great ability to enhance colours as well as add certain kind of lightness to the piece, and by 

that enable a completely new expression of hand-tufting.” Just as Koskinen describes: 

“(p)rogress happens when some piece of research adds knowledge to or corrects a research 

program”,(2011, p.39). 
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Two pieces were presented as the final result of this course (Fig.19,20). Each one was 

exploring one given aspect. The first piece was an investigation into colour gradient, whereas 

the second piece was an exploration of colour change and their smooth transition from one 

to another. 

   
Fig.19 Colour gradient and change exploration   Fig.20 Colour blending exploration 

After exploring foreground of hand-tufting investigation turned to the relation between 

foreground and background. Knowledge gained from this experiment resulted in designing 

two prototypes of circles (Fig.21,22) and two check pattern pieces (Fig.23). 

 
Fig.21 Hand-tufted circle on transparent background 

 
Fig.22 Hand-tufted circle on striped background 
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Fig.23 Left to right: samples of canvas, check visible from the front, colour transition visible from the 

side 

To sum up, the practice based research conducted during Design project 1 and Research 

project proved valid and needed new expression in hand-tufting, which could be achieved by 

material driven approach while designing. 
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2.3 State of the art – motive and idea discussion 

The motivation for the project is mainly based on the challenge to the preconception of 

hand-tufting by means of materials, colour and light. Since those attributes are not 

necessarily associated with textile design, I looked for references also in fine arts, and 

architecture. 

To start with, when imagining a tufted rug, a very specific image appears in our mind. 

Of course some details of that image could vary from person to person, but what is almost 

certain, dense and heavy, probably made out of wool, woven textile will pop up in front of our 

eyes. Even though nowadays patterns could be very different from traditional eastern 

ornaments, through floral depictions, to modern geometric figures, the overall expression 

remains similar. 

Ahmed, an artist based in Azerbaijan incorporates digital tools like Photoshop, AutoCAD 

to push the expression while staying true to the craft and material quality (Fig.24). His 

practice includes collaboration with local weavers working with cut pile wool carpets typical 

for this area since time immemorial. In addition, Ahmed is experimenting with placement of 

his work within the space that allows to enhance three-dimensional images through form. 

Yet, his pieces are rather optical than structural manipulation (Hemmings, 2015).  

 

Fig.24 Carpet Solids in the Frame, Ahmed, (2014) 

Katsarou made another contribution to the field of textiles in her MA work focusing on 

incorporating static electricity as a design tool in woven and hand-tufted textiles (Katsarou, 

2014). She questioned relevance of standard canvas for her purposes and wove transparent 

background to hand-tuft and hand-stitch threads and optical fibres. Thanks to see-through 

backing, an interaction of human body that causes movement of a textile surface by means of 

static electricity could be visible. Katsarou, in her work, treats light as an additional element 

which emphasizes the motion. 
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A fascination of integrating light into textile constructions is clearly visible in the work of 

Krogh. It often consists of optical fibres, led lights, and light monitors, everything in various 

colours. Justification of Krogh’s choices of materials is that “light enables (her) textiles to 

pulsate, change patterns and create an entire spectrum of ever changing colour ways" (Astrid 

Krogh, 2017). Through transmission of colour and light and the very appearance of textile, the 

whole atmosphere of the space around it is transformed (Fig.25). 

In comparison to Krogh, Dawe also makes an impact on the environment in which his 

work is placed, however, the way he integrates colour and light is quite different. In 

particular, I am referring to his installations entitled ‘Plexus’ (Fig.26). In this series, by means 

of ordinary embroidery thread that is stretched from floor to ceiling, Dawe is building three-

dimensional colour surfaces, that overlap, causing optical colour mixing. In his case, light is a 

tool to enhance the effect that they provoke, although is not meant to be in evidence (Gabriel 

Dawe, 2017). 

 

 
Fig.25 Meadow – fibre optic wall sculpture by Krogh, (2014) 
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Fig.26 Fibre installation – Dawe, (2015), plexus no.31 

 
Fig.27 Additive colour mixing in work of Cruz-Diez, (2010), Color Aditivo Panam Círculos 2 
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Aside from textile related references, body of work of Cruz-Diez, one of key artists in the 

field of Kinetic and Optical Art drew upon implementation of colour theories into practice 

(Fig.27). Cruz-Diez focuses on the colours of light that can be captured by human eye, that is 

on physical colours - red, green and blue. As he claims: “colour is just a circumstance created 

instantaneously before our eyes” (Cruz-Diez,, 2016, Louisiana Channel). He underlines that in 

order for his art to become real, active participation of the viewer is essential. 

In the chapter about Colour contrast in contemporary architecture Olsson divides 

different manners of applying colour affecting perception into three conditions: colours 

created in a dot technique, colours created as whole surfaces, and colours created as luminous 

coloured light (Olsson, 2009). 

Two artists that I would like to introduce are Turrell and Eliasson, both working with the 

last condition presented by Olsson. “Turrell’s colour of light look as if they are transparent, but 

it is not possible to look through the light. The colours appear as a sheltering surface, but still 

they are immaterial. The colours also penetrate darkness of the town. When the evening and 

the atmosphere become darker, the colder light becomes stronger and brighter. This is in 

accordance with the laws of contrasts, which say that contrast colours add force to each 

other.” (Olsson, 2009, p.182). That is a description of one of his projects color light installation 

presented in Zug, Switzerland in 2003. Turrell’s whole career is devoted to materiality of light, 

mainly through colour as a spatial phenomenon with a focus on perception (Fig.28). Eliasson 

is also fascinated by optical effects and the psychology of colour vision (Fig.29). In addition to 

that, he also aims to “encourage a critical form of self-awareness, a condition that the artist 

refers to as ‘seeing yourself seeing’” (Torchia, 2006, p.87). I see a strong connection in their 

artistic approach, often at the edge between art and science, as well as scale of work, with 

frequently architectural context. 

Even though artists presented in this chapter represent different fields, they show clearly 

the potential of examining perception in three-dimensional design. They also prove that 

colour and light are strong design tools that still could be explored further, also in terms of 

impacting visual rhythm and atmosphere of spatial experience. 
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Fig. 28 Turrell, (2009), Light installation Dhatu 

 
Fig. 29 Eliasson, (2015), Seu corpo da obra (Your body of work) 
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2.4. Aim 

The aim of this work is to challenge the preconception of hand-tufted textiles by exploring: 

material, colour and light in relation to space. 
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3.1 Method & Development – Inside the creative process 

Due to the practice-led research, the explorations within this work can be divided into three 

categories: the setup of experiments, the experimental work and the evaluation. 

Nevertheless, those steps are not always in this particular order, but rather smoothly cross 

one another. 

3.1.1 Design method 

The setup of experiments is always a starting point for further work. It also defines the 

framework for experimentation, clearly stating what the exploration should be about. This 

structure can be “used to test theory, in which case (it) become(s) embodiments of theory or 

‘physical hypothesis ” (Koskinen, 2011, p.60), as well as it can be a development based on a 

previous experience. Admittedly experiments differ in the level of intuition involved in the 

actual process. What it means is that some are the outcome of a more spontaneous action, 

and some are the result of detailed planning. Despite alterations, as mentioned, each 

experiment should remain within an already given frame – that is an aspect to be explored - 

to fulfil the aim of the work. Practical investigations are also my sketching method by means 

of material creating connection between field of knowledge and developing final result 

(Stappers, 2007). 

The design of experiments is divided into two phases – the first phase is weaving the 

backing on the loom, the second phase is hand-tufting. Yet, the characteristics of technique in 

each phase is different, and it allows to approach it differently. From the beginning, machine 

weaving imposes planning ahead bindings and deciding on weft repeat which determines the 

pattern appearance, and colour change within the textile piece. Like weaving, hand-tufting 

can be accomplished by executing initial decisions. On the other hand, lack of specific 

requirements for preparation of this technique gives a possibility to approach it without an 

exact plan and just follow the intuition - colour, yarn and form. Both ways of working can be 

fruitful on the same level for the final result, although they have to be complemented and 

developed. Undoubtedly, visual expression is crucial for the development of this work, 

therefore observation and interpretation of the results is the main evaluation method. 

Most of reasoning takes place after the experiment is completed, however, it is possible 

to adjust some aspects while still working in the lab, which shows there is need of circulation 

between evaluations, experiments and their setup in the design process. Cross’s research 

proves ‘flexible-methodological procedure’ to allow more efficiency in the practice and often 

to produce a more satisfying solution in comparison to ‘too-rigid’ or ‘very un-systematic 

approaches’, (Cross, 2007, p.87). 

Due to the complexity of the process, I had a rule stated: a woven piece should be judged 

as the unity of background and foreground. Accordingly, analysis during the experimental 

work took place in the second phase. Analysis was mostly based on visual assessment. For 

instance, a set of yarns in tufted loops did not look as intended from the skein, thus 

adjustments had to be taken straight away to maintain proficiency, or on the contrary, 
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achieved results were revealing unexpected aspects that suggested a new path for 

investigation. However, some experiments required continuation despite the seemingly poor 

effect in order to accomplish principles contained in the framework. Every decision, 

spontaneous changes and exact setups, were documented in the workbook – put into writing 

together with visualising by pictures or sketches. This method enables gathering information 

throughout the design process, which is necessary for reflection and prevention from 

overlooking details. Camera was rather an additional tool due to the difficulty of capturing 

various colour qualities as well as lightness of the work, therefore the crucial decisions were 

made while viewing work in reality. 
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3.2 Workbook & Design rationale 

In this chapter the development of the work, including explicit documentation of the 

reasons behind decisions, is presented. Description does not necessarily show the 

chronological steps of exploration, but rather an evolution of some particular aspect. I believe 

this structure is clearer and so the progression is easier to follow since not only the degree 

project is included but also features from the Design project 1 and the Research project due 

to their great input to the work. 

3.2.1 Material & Colour in loops 

Main material investigations took place during Design project 1, as it was mentioned 

before in chapter 2.2.4. During the project monofilament was established as fundamental 

material because it allows for new expressions in tufting as well as its qualities make it 

possible to blend with other yarns, which leads to creating interesting effects: colours are 

perceived more as floating ‘haze’ rather than a solid layer (Fig.30). It also increases colour 

mixing and consequently impacts colour perception. 

 

 
Fig.30 ‘Layer of colour ‘haze’ by means of monofilament loop 

 

First experiments on the stretched canvas included testing yarns properties in terms of 

their use as loop material. Quickly I faced the problem of “shootability of thread material”, as 

Tooming calls it (2007, p.40). The only problem that Tooming seems to notice is the ability of 

a knife to cut and that it “ cannot handle certain materials” (2007, p.40). In my case these 
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were not the only issues. What I could observe was that the larger the monofilaments 

diameter, the stiffer it is. That property made it impossible for the gun to push it through the 

backing. So not only the ability of knife to cut yarns is the limitation but other specifications of 

hand-tufting machine in general. Due to those restrictions I ventured to investigate the 

boundaries and found out that even a thin monofilament which is suitable for the machine 

cannot be cut by the knife fixed in the gun, therefore uncut loops are the only option. To be 

systematic in my research, I tested eight available lengths of loops, and by that explored a 

possible relation between length and material as factors influencing the final result. 

Moreover, tests showed that, due to the properties of single monofilament yarn, it is 

suitable to hold the shape of the loop, thus three-dimensional form, whereas single cotton, 

linen or wool thread are not stiff enough to achieve a similar effect. However, these yarns 

combined with monofilament in a loop follow its shape. So to speak, monofilament can be 

also a tool to support thin threads of other materials. In consequence, the volume which is 

built by the monofilament is dense, yet airy (Fig.31). Furthermore, from my observation, this 

is a factor that increases the colour brightness. On the other hand, I realised that juxtaposing 

light monofilament loops and loops out of traditional yarn gives the opportunity to enhance 

new expressions and qualities of hand-tufted fabrics. 

 

 
Fig.31 Monofilament as a shape-holder of the loop 

 

Parameters like thickness, structure, and colour of individual threads creating one loop 

have a big impact on the overall impression. From a distance they are seen as a unity and it is 

only from a short distance that various qualities can be noticed. In addition to material 
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characteristic, the angle of observation changes the colour perception and how density is 

grasped (Fig.32). The work viewed from the front often seems less dense and intense in 

colour, whereas when viewed at an angle, loops look denser, and colours get more vibrant. 

Examination of this phenomenon led me to the conclusion that when presented with my 

work, the viewer should be able to see it from many angles in order to appreciate occurring 

transitions. 

 
Fig.32 Angle of viewing increases or decreases colour intensity and density of the loops 

 

Due to changes in three-dimensional space it is impossible to predict how colours will appear 

in a tufted piece in relation to earlier prepared thread skeins. Experiments from the courses 

preceding the degree work became not only sketches but also a source of knowledge about 

yarn combinations and colour perception. 

3.2.2 Material & Colour in backing 

 

The canvas for my exploration was developed during Design project 1. During the project 

I found it interesting to use transparent backing. Tests of bindings included various 

combinations of plain weave also in relation to density in order to obtain durable, yet 

perforated fabric suitable for tufting. However, during Research course I focused on 

possibilities of having additional colours in the canvas. For that purpose, my experiments 

started from testing colour monofilament and cotton threads as well as reflective yarn in 

order to evaluate the most suitable material properties. Colour was applied in the canvas two 

ways, as a bigger surface, and alternating with transparent monofilament in a stripe pattern 

(Fig.33). Stripes are not only strongly associated with textiles, but also they are one of the 
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simplest possible patterning in weaving, therefore they allowed me to keep a systematic 

investigation, without bringing too much information potentially distorting the results of the 

experiments. 

 
Fig. 33 Samples of striped canvas: (left to right): yellow cotton, yellow monofilament, reflective yarn, 

white cotton, green monofilament, green-yellow monofilament alternately, yellow monofilament and 

blue cotton alternately, blue cotton 

 

Objectives of experiments:  

 What happens when tufting stripes perpendicular to the direction of the stripes in the 

canvas? (Fig.34) 

 What happens if the lines and loops are tufted, for example yellow loops on 

transparent stripes, or transparent loops on yellow stripes – Will it look the same? Is 

the surface then perceived as in one colour? (Fig.34,36) 

 How colour would be perceived if loops are in a complementary colour in relation to 

the backing? (Fig.35,36) 

 What happens when tufting additive (light) or subtractive (pigment) colour in relation 

to the background, how would it influence the colour mixing? For instance, cyan loops 

on yellow background could it yield green? (Fig.35,36) 

 What can reflective yarn in the background add to the colour of the loops? 

Due to the strong focus on testing colour theories, especially optical colour mixing, yarns in 

primary colours were chosen for the experiments. The colours I chose to work with were 
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additive primary colours – red, green and blue, and subtractive primary colours – magenta, 

cyan and yellow. In addition, part of the backing was woven with white cotton – where 

colours would be unchanged by the background. To answer each question, series of tufting 

experiments were performed next to each other on one canvas in order to facilitate 

evaluation.  

 
Fig.34 On top, loops hand-tufted in striped pattern, perpendicular to the canvas, on the 
bottom, loops in reverse – yellow loop on transparent backing, and the other way round 

 
Fig.35 Upper row, subtractive and additive colours, bottom row, complementary colours 
in relation to the canvas 
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Fig.36 Upper row; subtractive and additive colours; middle and bottom row, complementary colours in 

relation to the canvas, tufted both ways, in revers as well as covering the whole square 

 

This sketch provided enormous amount of information on colour behaviour and had huge 

impact on the development of this work. I discovered that cotton used in combination with 

monofilament can be suitable for tufting, although it requires experience - if too much force is 

used, threads can easily break. Nevertheless, yellow ‘mist’ of colour on opaque background 

was interesting, because of unexpected light of loops in contrast to the solid backing. 

Moreover, through the difference in temperature of blended colours, the colours become 

more vibrant, which has its  explanation in the law of simultaneous contrast. 

The experiments conducted during my research allowed me to observe the change in 

perceiving certain combinations from various angles. Colours in swatches seen from the front, 

were a mix of foreground and background. Looking from the side, I noticed that the colour 

used in the loops was dominating. 

Furthermore, when tufting in a horizontal direction it enhanced the interplay between 

backing and loop. A check pattern was created, opening up a variety of expressions to be 

developed. 

When stretching the striped canvas on the frame, I confronted difficulties caused by the 

linear pattern. In traditional hand-tufting, the canvas is an invisible part of the work, also 

when working with transparent backing, due to its see-through characteristics which means 

that the way the canvas is stretched does not have a major impact on how the tufting is 

perceived. But when working with stripes, additional effort had to be made in order to keep 

them straight while stretching. Furthermore, when tufting, the tension of the canvas is 

decreasing, therefore from time to time the procedure of stretching has to be repeated. This 

process is challenging, and perfection is almost impossible to achieve. 
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3.2.3 Form & Pattern 

The questions that emerged during the development of new expressions, and during the 

testing of colour theories, were: what should be the form or pattern of the design, to 

underline this qualities. Two paths arose from analysing the work done so far. 

The first path: Exploring the potential given by the background-foreground dialogue in 

check pattern. An additional aspect of using the check pattern was that is typical for woven 

textiles. To me that was an important possibility to strengthen the reference towards weaving 

technique, since it is not a common attitude to weave your own backing when hand-tufting. 

The second path: Due to the importance marked by colour theories, with the colour 

wheel as a central point during the development of this work, to work with the form of circle 

seemed to be a clear choice. Sketches of check and circle, as mentioned, were made during 

the Research project, preceding the degree work. 

To create check pattern, stripes in the canvas were required. Although, after evaluating 

the tufted circle on transparent and striped backing, I decided that the transparent backing is 

stronger for this form, despite the complexity that stripes in the background could add to the 

design. Visible lines outside of the tufting had a distracting effect on the overall perception of 

the work (Fig.37). Exploration proved enormous potential of using the circle and the check 

pattern as suitable shapes for expressing the investigation of the work. 

 

 
Fig.37 Comparison of transparent and striped canvas with 

hand-tufted circle 
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3.2.4 Finishing process 

To fixate the hand-tufted threads in the canvas is the first step in the finishing process. As 

I mentioned in the introduction, there are no knots that would fixate inserted threads, 

therefore the glue and the additional net to strengthen the construction is necessary. In 

theory, glue is transparent, however, after distributing it on a transparent canvas it appeared 

yellow. Also adding the net was not an option, since it would take away the transparency. 

Therefore I had to conduct additional tests on adequate amount of glue that would still 

protect threads from slipping out from backing, and at the same time would not become 

yellowish.  

After taking the tufted fabric out of the frame the edges of the backing must be cut. Tests 

showed that canvas should continue outside of tufting parts creating an edge. A too close cut 

led to a finishing that did not look good (Fig.38). 

Fig.38 From left: no edges of canvas left, cut close to tufting; top-right: 1cm edge, bottom-right: 

2cm edge  

Next development is using an additional layer of fabric behind the hand-tufted piece. This 

step was part of adding the finishing to the work, rather than initial thought behind designing 

the final pieces, therefore tested colours were based on already existing ones in order to 

become an integral part of the design (Fig. 39-41). 

Fabric used as back layer was woven on the same shaft loom as is used for weaving the 

canvas. That meant retaining monofilament as a foundation of the textile. To achieve an even 

surface of the fabric, the binding was balanced in warp and weft appearance. 

Reasoning behind adding a layer, was based on visual evaluation. When I saw that some 

colour was missing in order to achieve a coherent look, or that it could add vibrancy to the 

existing colours and three-dimensionality could be increased. Furthermore an interspace 

between the tufted textile and the additional fabric was tested. 
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Fig.39 Pink stripe as backing layer in check - as enhancement of already existing design 

 
Fig.40 Pink stripe as backing layer – as enhancement of already existing design 
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Fig.41 Yellow stripe as backing layer – as enhancement of already existing design 

 

I found that the best way to attach the back layer to the tufted piece is hand stitching 

with needle and thin transparent monofilament. In this way the joint is invisible and the fabric 

adheres to the tufted textile – so it has major impact on colour vision. Furthermore, the 

additional background fabric should cover only tufted areas, leaving the edges unchanged, 

and by this, rise a question about perception and colour mixing.  

3.2.5 Enhancing design through light 

During the developing of my project, I happened to work in different light conditions: 

daylight and various kinds of artificial light. The light temperature could completely change 

the intensity of colours (Fig.42). When working in with access to the daylight, the colours are 

extremely vibrant. On the other hand, while observing them in the studio, were the main light 

source came from artificial light source with a warm tone, colours lose their intensity. 

Fig.42 Impact of the light condition on colour perception 

Furthermore, I experimented with the direction of the light on how the work is perceived. 

For instance, my initial idea was that since my canvas is transparent to use some source of 

light from the backside. However, it turned out not at all satisfying but had a negative impact 
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– the pieces were overexposed losing colour intensity. That meant some background was 

necessary, since light should not come from behind. Investigation proved that white wall was 

the most suitable. It could reflect the light coming from the front as well as created clear 

colour context, allowing colours to stay true to original tones. 

3.2.6 Spatial experiments 

Due to the change of colour perception in relation to viewers perspective and angle of 

seeing, experiments with textile display in spatial context were further development of the 

degree project (Fig.43,44). Investigation included spacing between the tufted and additional 

under layer fabrics, as well as configuration of couple of hand-tufted textiles. 

 

 
Fig.43 Spatial experiments – textile display 
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Fig.44 Spatial experiments – textile display 

Investigation showed potential in different arrangements and that the most suitable 

textile display depends on the surrounding, therefore it could be adjusted each time to evoke 

full potential of the work.  

3.2.7 Evaluation 

The experiments were overlapping and influencing each other, therefore evaluation 

rarely concerned one of the above-described aspect but rather a couple of them in relation to 

the aim of design programme. 

4.1 Result 

The result of this work is a collection of seven textile pieces consisted of woven and hand-

tufted fabrics as well as new aesthetic in hand-tufting technique by means of material, colour 

and light. 

The work suggests a possibility of creating new expressions in design by the material 

driven research. Focus on transparency became a tool to bring the light to the hand-tufting 

fabric as well as brighten the colours. Furthermore, by weaving my own backing fabric I 

gained a possibility to work not only with the foreground – the loops, which are usually the 

only interest of a designer, but also with the background, and by that widen the possibilities in 

colour interplay. 

Each piece in the collection shows a particular aspect of the investigation, however, they 

could be divided into three groups: Colour gradient, Squares with centric circles, Colour 

ensemble. 
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4.1.1 Example 1 – Colour gradient  

The piece is a tryptic, displaying a circle. Colour gradient is performed by means of material 

change. The centre is the strongest part, consisting of yellow monofilament loops smoothly 

fading out by gradually added more traditional yarns, like cotton, linen and wool. The backing 

is transparent woven out of the transparent monofilament yarns enhancing brightness of 

yellow monofilament loops, and by that strengthens contrast between them and the loops 

out of opaque yarns. In addition, length of the loops was adjusted according to material 

properties.  

Title: ‘Solaris’ 

Technique: weaving, hand-tufting 

Loom: 16-shft dobby loom 

Canvas: 

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp; Polyester monofilament weft 

 Colour in weft: transparent 

Loops: 

 Material: Polyester, Cotton, Linen, Wool 

 Length range (1-8): 3-8  

Size: 300 x 300 centimetres 

 

 

Fig.45 ‘Solaris’ 
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Fig.46 ‘Solaris’ 
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4.1.2 Example 2 – Squares with centric circles 

This series consists of three pieces, where each of them is dedicated to one aspect. 

 

The first piece is playing with the concept of lightness in hand-tufting by adding glittery 

thread. To me glitter and pink colour goes hand in hand, pink yarns were chosen for the circle 

to emphasize the effect. To interact more with colour perception the backing was woven with 

the yellow monofilament yarn. Moreover, yellow colour is also strongly connected with light 

due to its association with the sun, therefore it works well with the concept. The length of the 

loops is adjusted in order to enhance the form. 

Title: ‘All that glitters’ 

Technique: weaving, hand-tufting 

Loom: 16-shft dobby loom 

Canvas: 

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp; Polyester monofilament weft 

 Colour in weft: yellow 

Loops: 

 Material: Polyester monofilament, Cotton, Linen, Wool, Effect yarn 

 Length range (1-8): 3-6 

Size: 70 x 70 centimetres  

 

 
Fig.47 ‘All that glitters’ 
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Fig.48 ‘All that glitters’ 
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The second piece is also play on light in hand-tufting. For this concept reflective yarn was 

chosen. Because the colour of the reflective yarn is grey, the hand-tufting is performed in 

monochrome scale, from white to black, to complement this quality of the yarn. Another 

aspect evolving from that was a possibility of changing the expressions, not only through the 

different perspectives of seeing, but also by using another type of light. The thick black effect 

yarn gives the punch expression wise when seen in regular light, whereas on the picture with 

the flash light it is almost completely covered with activated reflective yarns. The length of 

the loops is adjusted in order to enhance the form and the backing in this piece is 

transparent. 

 

Title: ‘Galvanise’ 

Technique: weaving, hand-tufting 

Loom: 16-shft dobby loom 

Canvas: 

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp; Polyester monofilament weft 

 Colour in weft: transparent 

Loops: 

 Material: Polyester monofilament, Reflective yarn, Effect yarn 

 Length range (1-8): 5-6 

Size: 70 x 70 centimetres 

 

 
Fig.49 ‘Galvanice’ 
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Fig.50 ‘Galvanise’ 
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The third piece is exploring simultaneous contrast. The backing is transparent enhancing the 

brightness of the colours and therefore the simultaneous contrast itself. The Orange circle 

seems to vibrate next to the cyan blue, which then dissolves into background. The length of 

the loops is adjusted in order to enhance the form. 

 

Title: ‘Decisive orange’ 

Technique: weaving, hand-tufting 

Loom: 16-shft dobby loom 

Canvas: 

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp; Polyester monofilament weft 

 Colour in weft: transparent 

Loops: 

 Material: Polyester monofilament, Polyester thread, Cotton, Effect yarn 

 Length range (1-8): 5-7 

Size: 60 x 60 centimetres  

 
Fig.51‘Decisive orange’ 
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Fig.52 ‘Decisive orange’ 
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4.1.3 Example 3 - Colour ensemble 

This work is a tryptic, and it is the most complex piece. This piece shows that not only is 

interplay between the backing and the loops possible, but also that interaction can be made 

by continuation of the tufting in different pieces of fabrics. The tryptic consists of two hand-

tufted semicircles and one check. The backing in all of the three pieces is striped, but the 

stripes are irregular. The weft for weaving the stripes is going from cyan cotton in the thickest 

one, and with reducing the size of stripes, cotton is gradually blended with reflective yarn. 

The hand tufting process for the check was performed in horizontal direction to the stripes in 

the backing, whereas the loops in semicircles are performed in the same directions as the 

stripes. What is connecting all the pieces is the tufting. 

Furthermore additional fabric was woven as under-layer. I think that each piece thanks to that 

got stronger as individual piece. Therefore the tryptic can be presented together in different 

configurations, as well as each piece separately. 

 

Title: ‘Distinct connection’ 

Technique: weaving, hand-tufting 

Loom: 16-shft dobby loom 

Canvas: 

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp; Cotton weft, Reflective yarn weft 

 Colour in weft: transparent, cyan cotton, reflective/grey 

Additional under-layer fabric:  

 Material: Polyethylene monofilament warp, Cotton weft 

 Colour: fluorescent pink, fluorescent orange, orange, yellow 

Loops: 

 Material: Polyester monofilament 

 Length range (1-8): 4-6 

Size: 90 x 55 centimetres x3 

 
Fig.53 ‘Distinct connection’ 
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Fig.54 ‘Distinct connection’ 

 
Fig.55 ‘Distinct connection’ 
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4.2 Presentation 

To present full artistic potential in the collection, the best possibility is to hang them in a 

way that they would hang close to the wall. Furthermore, the wall has to be white in order to 

enhance the colours in the work. Another important issue is the spacing between the pieces. 

Due to their vibrant colours each piece has to have space around it also to be viewed it from 

different angles. The exact display could vary depending on spatial context as well as number 

of pieces to be showed together, so the exception could be presenting some of the works on 

a white podium. in order to emphasise importance of the angle of seeing on colour 

perception. 

Even though the light should not be visible, however it is as important part of the work. 

Inconvenient light conditions could decrease the colour intensity, and the same time the 

expression of the work would be lost. The most suitable light is the temperature of the 

daylight, therefore artificial cold led light in the exhibition context should be used. That 

solution also allows full control over the light conditions with the same impact on colours that 

as daylight has. That is, colours are dissolving into ‘haze’ creating optical volume. 

 

 

 
Fig.56 The degree work presented in an exhibition 
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4.3 Discussion & Reflection 

The work resulted in contributing to the field by gaining new expression within hand-

tufted textiles, as well as by exploring colour perception and light in this medium. 

Even though the work is strongly embedded in traditional techniques, it shows the 

importance of looking upon the craft not necessarily as definition of work, but rather as 

inspiration, in order to push the limits of the design. With the change of the expression of 

hand-tufting, its application also changed. The purpose of the collection is not in functionality, 

textiles formed in the project are rather fragile, but exclusively visual. 

Koskinen writes: “Designers are expected to imagine new things, not to study what exists 

today”, (2011, p.126). However, the ‘state of the art’ within various fields served as an 

inspiration and starting point leading to development towards a material-driven approach in 

relation to colour theory and functioned as a frame for my design programme. Artists and 

designers from various fields like art, design and architecture find light and colour as tools to 

transform interiors and outdoor environment, impacting the ambience of the space. It is the 

light that motivates changes in colour perception and causes interaction between the space 

and the viewer, this means by impacting what we see, influence how we feel (Krogh, 2016). 

The research initiated during this degree work has potential to be explored further. Like 

works of Krogh, Eliasson and Turrell, my work is also aiming to capture audience attention by 

means of colour and light. However in my case light does not only mean its artificial sources. 

Through using transparency as a tool to enhance brightness of colours, light is already 

integrated in every piece and this form of light was my main focus during the project. 

However external source of light is necessary to underline this effect, it should remain unseen 

part of the work. Also Eliasson’s and Turrell’s approach towards spatial context could be seen 

as reference for the future development. 
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